ACROSS

1 Soccer star Mia
5 Fold newcomer
9 Crows' cries
13 Gay
18 Opera singer Gluck
19 Native trees
20 Basie's "...Clock Jump"
21 Words of agreement
22 Large hare
24 Peter's diet
26 By all means!, informally
27 Big blast
29 Ahas!
30 Singing syllables
31 Little rock
32 Yard parts
33 Lampoon
36 Bayeux's river
37 Thailand formerly
38 Fold father
41 Depart
42 A bane of pitchers
45 Mary's mate
46 "...let ___ as happy"
47 Coburg-Gotha
48 March time
49 Construction piece
50 Throng
51 Beatrix Potter protagonist
55 Like corduroy
56 Lively
58 Author Zola
59 Overhead maneuver
60 Lukewarm
61 Abused boy of "Nicholas Nickleby"
62 Atlas closeup
63 Occur
65 Immerse
66 Sparky of baseball
69 Of age
70 Melted cheese dish
72 Lippo Lippi's title
73 Minute
74 Acerbic
75 High time
76 Washer cycle
77 Ref. book
78 Updike book
81 Dealt a blow, old-style
83 Code word
84 Comply with
85 Sharpens
86 Commented owlishly?
87 "...Well That..."
88 Den mothers
89 Brighten, with "up"
90 Fit for cultivation
93 ___ Novo: Benin's capital
94 Involves by necessity
98 Reception enhancer
100 Character known to 52 Down
103 "...We ___ God's hand": Shak.
104 Dryer buildup
105 Artist Neiman
106 One of the beans

DOWN

1 Mecca trekker: var.
2 King of comedy
3 2,400 to Cato
4 Pitch woo
5 Land of Tripoli
6 Bishop's vestment
7 Caesar's 1006
8 Place for a good soak
9 Crownlike headpiece
10 "...What's in ___?:" Shak.
11 Clifton or Jack
12 WEEP buckets
13 Values highly
14 A Sprat's dietary rule
15 Fragrance
16 Mariner's apparatus
17 Assistant
18 With a long face
23 Aplyt-named author Charles ___
25 Standards of perfection
28 1900's soprano Lucrezia
31 Cavalry sword
32 ___ mignon
33 Pudding fruit
34 Fabulous fabulist
35 Short, sharp blow
37 Maugham's Miss Thompson
38 Good luck charm
39 Addis ___
40 Dustin's "Kramer..." costar
42 Priced
43 Gave the sack
44 The Good Book
45 Began, as bad weather
46 One into human resources
51 Lab tube
52 Uncle who knew 100 Across
53 Plain dressers
54 Cyclist
55 Appliance button
57 Answer
59 "...sickness ___ health..."
61 Memorable conductor Georg
62 Desk top label
63 Loathed
64 "L'Elisir d'Amore" heroine
65 The Run for the Roses is one
66 "... Ben Adhem"
67 Hold forth
68 In the buff
70 Wonderland locales?
71 South America's "backbone"
74 Writing pad
75 Like cigars, say
76 "A ___ stone..."
77 Parched
80 Cheer
81 Elevate in dignity
82 Kinda
86 Ford or Fonda
87 Activist Hoffman
88 Blackmore's Doone
89 "Name on the ballot in '96
90 Give ___: care
91 Superior
92 First shepherd
93 Brace
95 Footnote abbr.
96 Ade fruit
97 Laurel or Getz
99 Santa, to Moore
101 Tyrannosaurus ___
102 "...tu": Verdi aria